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there is a third way in which yr stays relevant, however, and it is arguably the most valuable one of all. though it has been almost 20 years since it was released, it has remained a landmark game for all those who follow the genre. not only that,
but it has done so across almost all console platforms. the fact that red alert 2 can be played on xbox and playstation, with the latter being exclusive to the japanese release, is testament to its success. as a result, more than a decade after its

release, you can play it for free and wile away your time as the years pass by. in the game as in real life, it is through a combination of factors that leads to its success. the first of which is simply that it was a good game. the other is that, for all its
faults, it did a lot right. it was the first c&c game to draw heavily on the setting of the film; it was the first c&c game to feature the well-worn faction trope of the underdog, the first to feature a pair of warring superpowers; and it was, more than

any other, the first to establish the gameplay of an rts. but at its heart lies a simple fact: red alert 2 is a classic. upon its release, yr began a series of patches and updates that would continue to this day. the most prominent of these, and the one
that shaped the original game, was the armored assault mod that only took the assault class to the next level. the next was the reclaiming the core mod that saw the return of numerous classes with new units and new abilities. the most recent

was the urban command mod that brought back the tank and gunship classes. most of the work on these was done by finchfan and c&c.net.
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the next expansion pack, red alert 2: yuri's revenge, came
out in the fall of 2005, being released on september 14,
2005 on windows and mac os x. it added new missions,

new vehicles, new factions (ussr, france, germany, china,
india, japan, the uk and the us), new campaigns and new
weapons. as with generals zero hour, the expansion also
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received a mac os x port by i5works on the same date.
the much-improved sequel, red alert 3: retribution, got

released on july 22, 2007 on windows and mac os x. the
expansion came with new campaigns, new maps, new
units, new vehicles, new weapons, new characters and
new graphics. it was ported to mac os x by i5works on

august 26, 2007. the final entry in the series was
command and conquer: tiberian sun - pc, being released

on june 10, 2010 on windows and mac os x. the game
introduced a new campaign, new units, new weapons and
new graphics. it was ported to mac os x by i5works on the
same date. though the red alert 3 expansion was initially

set for release on may 27, 2008, westwood pacific
announced on january 4, 2009 that development was

halted due to the company's bankruptcy and its
subsidiaries being purchased by the gamestop subsidiary

of the gamestop corporation, which would release the
game on october 14, 2009. ea had been doing its own

spinoff series, command and conquer generals, a spin-off
that would introduce new campaign and multiplayer

modes. on february 26, 2010, it was announced that the
game would be released on the same date as the red alert

3 expansion. 5ec8ef588b
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